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Oscillating rectangle
‚ EFD: rectangle undergoing LCO
‚ CFD: pitching frequency and
amplitude imposed (same as EFD)
Problem
‚ No other EFD values than velocities
‚ CFD data need to be validated
ñ Use decomposition methods!
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Global values
cl cd St
CFD 0.83 0.46 0.136
EFD 0.53 0.45 0.152
Problem
‚ cl from CFD far from EFD value
‚ Why?
ñ Use decomposition methods!
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‚ More important reverse flow
‚ Discrepancies on the rear part
‚ Different dynamic of reattachment
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Conclusion and future work
DMD and POD are useful
‚ Compare and validate CFD results
‚ Highlight and understand potential
discrepancies
‚ Enlarge PIV window to get the rear part
‚ Apply DMD on lift evolution
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